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Next gen property
entrepreneurs

{The Gauteng Partnership Fund}

Funding affordable housing,
growing property entrepreneurs
Housing is fundamental to the
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developments in the area and on their

explains, “GPF assists private rental

for empowerment projects with a

bad-debt ratios.
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finance at most favourable terms in
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with an economic number of units and

order to develop affordable, quality
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a total project value of not more than
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for the target market. Our modus
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operandi in the affordable housing

equity,” explains Kutoane.

What is crucial about rental projects is

In response to market needs, it

As GPF CEO, Kutoane Kutoane

rental market focuses on risk sharing
and co-funding.”

Since its inception in 2002, GPF’s

GPF is particularly thorough in

that the developer must demonstrate

Rental Housing Fund has facilitated the

to GPF that they either have the

He continues, “In Gauteng, as in
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capabilities to deliver an affordable

the rest of South Africa, there is a

housing units. “Our interest rates are

product within time and budget and or

great need for rental housing, and
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to deliver the product,” concludes

there money to be made from rental

difference to a developer’s cash flow
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In addition to addressing
funding challenges in the
affordable-housing sector,
the GPF is nurturing a new
generation of property
entrepreneurs.
Launched in July
2010, its Entrepreneur
Empowerment Property
Fund (EEPF) empowers
black property
entrepreneurs whose
entrance to market
has been hindered by
historical disadvantages, a
lack of skill and equity, and
insufficient cash flow.
The fund is an incubator
programme aimed at
promoting participation
by entry-level black
entrepreneurs and 100�
black-owned companies
that povides rental
or delayed ownership
schemes for households
with monthly incomes of
less than R15 000.
Projects funded include
inner-city refurbishments,
the conversion of offices
to residential units, and
greenfield developments
for social housing. The
GPF funds the total cost
of acquisition up to R7,5million, and co-finances
with other financing
institutions.
Every year, the
GPF extends an open
invitation for prospective
participants to apply.
Candidates must be 100�
BEE, be a registered legal
entity, have a valid tax
clearance certificate, and
shareholders and the
company must have clean
credit records.
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